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ABSTRACT

Context. Cool giant and supergiant star atmospheres are characterized by complex velocity fields originating from convection and pulsation processes which are not fully understood yet. The velocity fields impact the formation of spectral lines, which thus contain information on the dynamics of stellar atmospheres.

Aims. The tomographic method allows to recover the distribution of the component of the velocity field projected onto the line of sight at different optical depths in the stellar atmosphere. The computation of the contribution function to the line depression aims at correctly identifying the depth of formation of spectral lines in order to construct numerical masks probing spectral lines forming at different optical depths.

Methods. The tomographic method is applied to one-dimensional (1D) model atmospheres and to a realistic three-dimensional (3D) radiative hydrodynamics simulation performed with CO5BOLD in order to compare their spectral line formation depths and velocity fields.

Results. In 1D model atmospheres, each spectral line forms in a restricted range of optical depths. On the other hand, in 3D simulations, the line formation depths are spread in the atmosphere mainly because of temperature and density inhomogeneities. Comparison of cross-correlation function profiles obtained from 3D synthetic spectra with velocities from the 3D simulation shows that the tomographic method correctly recovers the distribution of the velocity component projected on the line of sight in the atmosphere.
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1. Introduction

Cool giant and supergiant stars are evolved stars that play an important role in the chemical enrichment of the Galaxy. They have atmospheres with complex velocity fields, due to processes such as convection, pulsations, formation of molecules and dust, and the development of mass loss. These velocity fields impact the formation of spectral lines, the profiles of which become asymmetric, sometimes appearing double-peaked.

Schwarzschild (1952) suggested that the doubling of absorption lines originally observed in Cepheid variables is related to the passage of a shock wave through the photosphere. According to his scenario, in pulsating atmospheres (like those of long-period variable stars – LPVs – or Cepheids), when the shock front is located below the line-forming region, all lines are red-shifted since the matter in the line-forming region is falling down. When the shock front propagates through the line-forming region, the lines exhibit an additional blue-shifted component corresponding to rising matter. The intensity of the blue component increases with respect to the red component as the shock front reaches the upper layers of the stellar atmosphere. Finally, when the shock wave has passed through the entire photosphere, all lines exhibit only a blue-shifted component. This outward motion of the shock front was observed in Mira variables thanks to the tomographic method developed by Alvarez et al. (2000, 2001a,b), which was later applied to red supergiant star atmospheres by Josselin & Plez (2007; see Jorissen et al. 2016 for a recent review). The method allows one to recover the distribution of the component of the velocity field projected on the line of sight at different optical depths in the stellar atmosphere.

This paper describes a recent improvement of the tomographic technique which now resorts to the contribution function to access the depth of formation of the spectral line. Section 2 explains in detail the improved tomographic method and its comparison with the more basic approach proposed by Alvarez et al. (2001a). Section 3 deals with the comparison of line formation depths in 1D and 3D model atmospheres and demonstrates the reliability of the stellar velocity field reconstruction.

2. The tomographic method

The tomographic method requires three steps:
- computation of 1D synthetic spectra of late-type giant or supergiant stars, and, from those, identification of the depth of formation of any given spectral line;
- construction of numerical masks selecting lines forming in selected ranges of optical depths;
- cross-correlation of these masks with series of spectra in order to extract information on the average shape of lines...
forming at a given depth in the atmosphere and thus on the corresponding velocity field (i.e., the \( V_z \) component of the velocity vector, where \( z \) is the axis in the cartesian frame of the star pointing towards the observer).

Each of these steps is now described in turn.

### 2.1. 1D contribution function

The original implementation of the method (Alvarez et al. 2000, 2001a,b) was based on the Eddington-Barbier approximation to define the depth of line formation, stating that the emergent flux at wavelength \( \lambda \) is supposed to come from the layer located at the optical depth \( \tau_{\lambda} = 2/3 \). Thus, the line depression was assumed to form at that optical depth. However, Magain (1986) showed that the Eddington-Barbier approximation gives a valid depth of line formation only for sufficiently strong lines. In order to correctly assess the depth of line formation, the contribution function to the absolute line depression (CFLD) computed on a single ray (intensity) or disk-integrated (flux) has to be computed instead. This CFLD is different from the contribution function to the relative line depression derived by Magain (1986).

Following Magain (1986), Albrow & Cottrell (1996) derived the CFLD\(_{SR} \) (for a single ray) in the specific intensity, with \( Q \equiv I_c - I_l \):

\[
\text{CFLD}_{\text{SR}}(\log \tau_0, \lambda) = (\ln 10) \mu^{-1} \frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_{c,0}} \int_0^1 \kappa_l (I_c - S_l) e^{-\tau_l / \mu} \, d\mu, \tag{1}
\]

and in the flux by integrating on the disk (DI), considering a plane parallel atmosphere:

\[
\text{CFLD}_{\text{DI}}(\log \tau_0, \lambda) = 2\pi (\ln 10) \frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_{c,0}} \int_0^1 \kappa_l (I_c - S_l) e^{-\tau_l / \mu} \, d\mu, \tag{2}
\]

with

- \( \tau_0 = \int \kappa_{c,0} \rho \, dx \): the continuum optical depth at a reference wavelength \( \lambda_0 \) (\( \rho \) is the density). The \( \tau_0 \) scale can be adopted as a proxy to the geometrical depth \( x \);
- \( \kappa_{c,0} \): the continuum absorption coefficient at a reference wavelength \( \lambda_0 \);
- \( I_c \): the continuous intensity;
- \( I_l \): the line intensity;
- \( \kappa_l \): the line absorption coefficient;
- \( S_l \): the line source function;
- \( \tau_l = \int \kappa_l \rho \, dx \): the optical depth along the ray (\( \kappa_l \) is the total absorption coefficient at wavelength \( \lambda \));
- \( \mu = \cos \theta \): the cosine of the angle \( \theta \) between the line of sight and the radial direction (\( \mu = 1 \) for the direction towards the observer).

![Fig. 1. Top panel: the CFLD\(_{\text{SR}} \) for the 1D-RSG model (Table 1). Middle panel: the depth function \( D(\lambda) \equiv \log \tau_0(\text{CFLD}_{\text{max}}(\lambda)) \) corresponding to the crest line of the CFLD in the \( \lambda - \log \tau_0 \) plane. Star symbols correspond to minima of the depth function. The horizontal bands represent the \( \log \tau_0 \) ranges spanned by the different masks. The horizontal blue line identifies the spectral interval of the displayed CFLD (top panel). Bottom panel: the corresponding synthetic spectrum.](image)

The optical depth \( \tau_{\lambda} \) is related to the reference optical depth \( \tau_0 \) through

\[
\frac{d\tau_{\lambda}}{d\tau_0} = \frac{\kappa_{\lambda}}{\kappa_{c,0}}. \tag{3}
\]

### 2.2. Mask construction

All the necessary quantities for the CFLD computation have been extracted from the radiative-transfer code.
TURBOSPECTRUM (Plez 2012). The geometry of the 1D radiative transfer is explained in Gustafsson et al. (2008). The TURBOSPECTRUM code was previously modified by Lion et al. (2013) in order to include the computation of the CFLD. The radiative transfer was deliberately performed with zero microturbulence velocity (see Sect. 3.1).

The top panel of Fig. 1 displays the CFLD_D (computed with Eq. (2)) for a 1D MARCS model atmosphere with $T_{\text{eff}} = 3400$ K and $g = -0.4$ (1D-RSG model of Table 1). Its local maximum value (for a given wavelength $\lambda$) is a function of the reference optical depth $\tau_0$. The reference optical depth scale $\tau_0$ is computed at 5000 Å using only continuum opacities. The set of $\tau_0$ corresponding to the maximum CFLD for each wavelength defines a crest line. We call this crest line the “depth function” $D(\lambda)$ (in the log $\tau_0$ scale, middle panel of Fig. 1); it specifies the optical depth $\tau_0$ at which the line(s) contributing at wavelength $\lambda$ mainly form(s). The comparison of the depth function with a synthetic spectrum (bottom panel of Fig. 1) shows that, as expected, the cores of spectral lines form in outer layers while wings form in deeper layers.

Once the depth function is computed, the atmosphere is split into different slices (horizontal bands in the middle panel of Fig. 1) and spectral masks are constructed for each slice. Each mask is a collection of Dirac-like distributions. A set of eight tomographic masks were built. Each mask contains the positions of all lines whose depth function minimum falls within a limited range of optical depths. The optical depth full range is chosen as $-4.0 \leq \log \tau_0 \leq 0.0$ with steps 0.5 in units of logarithmic optical depth. Following Alvarez et al. (2001a), only wavelengths where atomic lines dominate are kept in masks to achieve the best wavelength accuracy, which cannot always be reached with molecular lines.

Masks constructed in this way are then cross-correlated with either observed or synthetic stellar spectra. The resulting cross-correlation function (CCF) provides information about projected velocities (position of the minimum of the CCF), average strength (depth of the CCF) and shape of lines in a given atmospheric layer.

To test how well a given mask from the series of Fig. 1 probes lines formed in a given layer, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of CFLD profiles (along the $\tau_0$ axis) of all lines contributing to the masks were computed. They are displayed in Fig. 2. The outermost mask C8 is not shown because its CFLD profiles are truncated due to the lack of extension of the 1D model atmosphere towards low optical depths (below $\log \tau_0 = -3.7$), and the FWHM could not be computed. Figure 3 displays the average FWHM for each mask as a vertical line.

It is seen that, with the chosen step of 0.5 in log $\tau_0$, neighboring masks have overlapping FWHM of their CFLD profiles. To probe the velocity field in non-overlapping layers, one may consider the set of masks \{C1, C3, C5, C7\} or \{C2, C5, C7\} (Fig. 3). However, this cross-talk between masks is moderate; indeed in Sect. 3.4 we will demonstrate that using all masks does allow us to reliably reconstruct the projected velocity field.

### 2.3. Comparison of “old” and “new” tomographic techniques: the Mira variable V Tau

To test the tomographic method based on the CFLD, we first tried to reproduce the results obtained by Alvarez et al. (2001a) for the Mira variable star V Tau.

For this purpose, another set of spectral masks was constructed with the same hypotheses as in Alvarez et al. (2001a), except for the Eddington-Barbier condition replaced by the following: the core of a given spectral line is forming in the layer where the depth function (i.e., the maximum of the CFLD, computed with Eq. (2), along the wavelength axis) reaches the lowest optical depth (identified by star symbols in the middle panel of Fig. 1). The construction of the spectral masks proceeds as in Alvarez et al. (2001a):

- A 1D MARCS model atmosphere is used with $T_{\text{eff}} = 3500$ K and $g = 0.9$ (1D-AGB model of Table 1). It must be mentioned that the model atmosphere used by Alvarez et al. (2001a) was computed with the Plez et al. (1992) version of the MARCS code whereas the model used here is from the more recent MARCS grid (Gustafsson et al. 2008).
- Linelists are used containing data for the same atoms and molecules, and identical CNO abundances and isotopic ratios.
- A reference optical depth scale at 1.2 $\mu$m is adopted.
spectrum of V Tau. The resulting CCFs are shown in Fig. 5.

The obtained masks were cross-correlated with an ELODIE (Baranne et al. 1996) spectrum of V Tau. Figure 5 compares the resulting CCFs to those of Alvarez et al. (2001a). The discrepancy between CCFs in the outermost mask C5 is due to different extensions of the model atmospheres described above. Our CCFs show very good agreement with those obtained by Alvarez et al. (2001a). The comparison with our more sophisticated method based on the CFLD indicates that the approach of Alvarez et al. (2001a) (using the Eddington-Barbier condition) yields meaningful results. It was indeed able to reveal the occurrence of the Schwarzschild scenario in Mira variables.

2.4. Mean formation depth of spectral lines

Instead of constructing masks from the maximum of the CFLD, one may use the average depth of line formation obtained by the first moment of the CFLD. For any given wavelength, Magain (1986) defines (his Eq. (22), also used in Amarsi 2015):

$$\langle x \rangle = \frac{\int x \text{CFLD}(x) \, dx}{\int \text{CFLD}(x) \, dx},$$

with $x = \log \tau_0$, that is the logarithmic reference optical depth.

A set of five masks was constructed as in Sect. 2.3, and the log $\tau_0$ corresponding to the maximum of the CFLD was replaced by the average line formation depth computed with Eq. (4). The resulting masks were then cross-correlated with the observed spectrum of V Tau. The resulting CCFs are shown in Fig. 5 (green line) together with those obtained in Sect. 2.3 from the maxima of the CFLD. They are characterized by noisy and less contrasted profiles in masks C1–C3.

Actually, the depth of line formation, as derived either from the extrema of the CFLD or from a weighted average, will differ in the case of skewed CFLDs, as is mostly the case for weak lines forming deep in the atmosphere. Because of skewed CFLD, the averaging method (Eq. (4)) will attribute to weak lines a formation depth higher up in the atmosphere. Thus, they will be included in masks also containing stronger lines often characterized by more symmetric CFLDs and forming naturally higher up in the atmosphere. As a result, the inner masks will contain fewer lines and give rise to noisy and less contrasted CCFs.

Thus, we adopted the approach based on the maximum of the CFLD (the so-called depth function) which also provides results that are more consistent with Alvarez et al. (2001a).

3. Application to 3D atmospheres of red supergiants

The tomographic method uses 1D model atmospheres for mask construction. However, in real stars like Mira and supergiant stars, multi-dimensional dynamical processes occur, and Chiavassa et al. (2011) showed that more than one hydrostatic 1D model is necessary to reproduce the thermodynamical structure of the radiative hydrodynamics (RHD) simulation. In such complex atmospheres, the depths of formation of spectral lines will likely differ from the 1D prediction.

In order to assess the reliability of the tomographic method in 3D dynamical atmospheres, it was tested on snapshots from numerical 3D RHD simulations performed with the COSBOLD code (Freytag et al. 2012). The 3D simulations are characterized by realistic input physics and reproduce the effects of convection and non-radial waves (Chiavassa et al. 2011). The parameters of the 3D simulation used in the analysis are presented in Table 1.

The 3D pure-LTE radiative transfer code Optim3D (Chiavassa et al. 2009) was used to compute synthetic spectra and intensity maps from a snapshot of the 3D simulations (Fig. 6). The code takes into account the Doppler shifts caused by the convective motions. The radiative transfer is calculated using pre-tabulated extinction coefficients generated with the MARCS.
code (Gustafsson et al. 2008). These tables are functions of temperature, density, and wavelength, and are computed by adopting the solar composition of Asplund et al. (2006). They include the same extensive atomic and molecular data as the MARCS models used in the present work.

The computation of the CFLD was implemented in the OPTIM3D code. The 3D CFLD\textsubscript{SR} and 3D CFLD\textsubscript{DI} are described in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1. The CFLD for the 3D simulation: single ray

If we consider a single ray of the 3D simulation, the 3D CFLD\textsubscript{SR} is computed using Eq. (1) for the direction towards the observer, that is with $\mu = 1$.

Figure 7 displays the temperature, $V_z$, and 3D CFLD\textsubscript{SR} structures for a representative slice through the 3D numerical box. The 3D CFLD\textsubscript{SR} was computed at $\lambda = 4040.07$ Å (corresponding to an Ir I atomic line). The Ir I line was selected arbitrarily and contributes to the C1 mask computed in Sect. 2.2. Figure 7 demonstrates the complexity of a 3D atmosphere with respect to a 1D atmosphere. Here, the velocity field is not homogeneous but is characterized by multiple shocks which affect the temperature structure and the 3D CFLD. Thus, the CFLD in the 3D atmosphere is not smooth like in 1D.

A more detailed study of the 3D CFLD\textsubscript{SR} is performed for a single ray of the 3D numerical box (ray 1 in Fig. 6). The velocities of the 3D simulation were set to zero in the Optim3D code to have a direct comparison with hydrostatic 1D calculations (also in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). The extinction coefficients used in Optim3D were constructed with no micro-turbulent broadening. The same approach was applied in the 1D radiative transfer computation where the microturbulence was set to zero in order to compare the CFLDs without any fudge parameter which mimics...
the velocity field at small scales. Thus, the velocity information will emerge only from the 3D simulation itself (see Sect. 3.4).

The continuum optical depth scale at 5000 Å was taken as a reference scale. The 3D CFLD$_{SR}$ is shown in Fig. 8. It has a more complicated structure than the 1D CFLD$_{DI}$ (top panel of Fig. 1).

The 3D CFLD$_{SR}$ shows multiple maxima at a given wavelength, which means that a given spectral line forms at several depths in the atmosphere.

The top panel of Fig. 9 displays the 3D CFLD$_{SR}$ as a function of $\tau_0$ at $\lambda = 4040.07$ Å for two single rays of the 3D simulation and for the corresponding 1D MARCS model atmosphere (i.e., 1D-RSG model of Table 1). The rays were selected close to the center of the stellar disk and correspond to dark and bright areas on the surface (rays 1 and 2 in Fig. 6, respectively). The location of rays has an impact on the height of the 3D CFLD profile. The temperatures probed by the ray in a dark region (ray 1; green line in Fig. 9) are generally cooler than those probed by the ray located in a bright region (ray 2; orange line in Fig. 9). Thus, its continuum intensity (used in Eq. (1) and displayed in the second panel of Fig. 9) and the CFLD are also lower. Figure 9 also compares the temperature (fifth panel), density (sixth panel) and $V_z$ velocity (seventh panel) for single rays of the 3D simulation and for the corresponding 1D model atmosphere.

The 1D model is characterized by a monotonic and continuous growth of the temperature and density towards the stellar interior. On the contrary, the corresponding 3D profiles show non-monotonous temperature and density variations, including shocks, and complex velocity variations. The presence of a shock is indicated by a strong negative gradient in the velocity $dV_z/d\log \tau_0$ (see the bottom panel of Fig. 9), that signals compression of outward moving ($V_z < 0$) gas. The corresponding atmospheric layers are characterized by temperature and density discontinuities.

The temperature and density inhomogeneities affect the line source function and opacity (third and fourth panels of Fig. 9). These terms together with the continuum intensity contribute to Eq. (1). This explains the splitting of the line formation depths seen in Fig. 8, and not seen in the 1D CFLD.

Chiavassa et al. (2009) showed that for some rays of the 3D simulation, the optical depth scale may vary by a large amount between two neighbor grid points (e.g., from $\tau = 1$ to a few hundred). The intensity is poorly estimated along those few rays. We tried to overcome this problem by interpolating the intensity, but...
Following Albrow & Cottrell (1996) and Amarsi (2015), we define the absolute depression in the line intensity as

$$Q(x, y, z) = \int_0^\infty S_Q(x, y, z) e^{-\tau} d\tau,$$

with $z$ being an implicit function of $\tau$ as defined above, and with

$$S_Q(x, y, z) = \frac{k_l(x, y, z)}{k_c(x, y, z) + k_l(x, y, z)} (I_{c,x}(x, y, z) - S_{c,x}(x, y, z)).$$

We note that Eqs. (6) and (7) are equivalent to Eq. (11) of Amarsi (2015). As compared to Albrow & Cottrell (1996) formalism, there is no need for the variable $\mu$ in our treatment ($\mu = 1$ because all rays are parallel and in the direction of the observer).

Substituting $Q$ in the definition of $U$ then leads to

$$U = \int_0^\infty \int \frac{d\tau d\mu}{R^2} S_Q(x, y, z) e^{-\tau} d\tau.$$

The contribution function to the line depression in the flux is therefore:

$$C_U(\tau) = \int \frac{d\tau d\mu}{R^2} S_Q(x, y, z(\tau)) e^{-\tau}.$$

Despite the fact that this function is applicable to a 3D model, it is nevertheless a function of the single variable $\tau$.

The link between $\tau$ and the geometrical depth $z$ is however different for each of the considered parallel rays, described by the variables $x, y$. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 and is caused by the dynamics that affects the opacity and structure of the atmosphere from ray to ray. For convenience, this diversity in the relationship between $\tau$ and $z$ depending on ($x, y$) is illustrated by showing the spread in the run of $\tau$ with radial distance $r = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^{1/2}$ within the star for a few ($x, y$) pairs (represented by the ray number $i, j$).

Equation (10) may be discretized as follows:

$$C_U(\tau) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} S_Q(x_i, y_j, z(\tau)) e^{-\tau} \frac{\Delta x_i \Delta y_j}{R^2},$$

where the $z$ index means that the intensity is considered along the $z$ axis (pointing towards the observer). In the above relation, all quantities depend on wavelength $\lambda$, and optical depth $\tau$, which is itself a function of the considered point in the atmosphere: $\tau = \tau(x, y, z)$; it is computed from $\tau(x, y, z) = \int_{z(\tau)}^z k(x, y, z') dz'$ where $z_0$ is the $z$ coordinate at the surface.

The absolute line depression in the flux is then

$$U = F_c - F_1 = \int_{\text{stellar disk}} Q(x, y, z) \frac{dxdy}{R^2},$$

where
- $F_c$ and $F_1$ are continuum and line fluxes respectively;
- $Q(x, y, z)$ is computed at the surface;
- $R$ is the stellar radius.

Since no flux is coming from the opposite side of the star, the integration in Eq. (6) is performed over a hemisphere.

Since $Q$ obeys a transfer equation (e.g., Eq. (7) of Albrow & Cottrell 1996), its formal solution at the surface may be written:

$$Q(x, y, z) = \int_0^\infty S_Q(x, y, z) e^{-\tau} d\tau,$$

where $\tau$ is the optical depth scale and radial distances (in $R$) from points along five rays of the 3D simulation to the stellar center.

For the whole stellar disc, the derivation of the 3D CFLD is not affected by the poor grid resolution of 3D simulations at large depths.

The contribution function to the line depression in the flux is therefore:

$$C_U(\tau) = \int \frac{d\tau d\mu}{R^2} S_Q(x, y, z(\tau)) e^{-\tau}.$$

Despite the fact that this function is applicable to a 3D model, it is nevertheless a function of the single variable $\tau$.

The link between $\tau$ and the geometrical depth $z$ is however different for each of the considered parallel rays, described by the variables $x, y$. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 and is caused by the dynamics that affects the opacity and structure of the atmosphere from ray to ray. For convenience, this diversity in the relationship between $\tau$ and $z$ depending on ($x, y$) is illustrated by showing the spread in the run of $\tau$ with radial distance $r = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^{1/2}$ within the star for a few ($x, y$) pairs (represented by the ray number $i, j$).

Equation (10) may be discretized as follows:

$$C_U(\tau) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} S_Q(x_i, y_j, z(\tau)) e^{-\tau} \frac{\Delta x_i \Delta y_j}{R^2},$$

where the $z$ index means that the intensity is considered along the $z$ axis (pointing towards the observer). In the above relation, all quantities depend on wavelength $\lambda$, and optical depth $\tau$, which is itself a function of the considered point in the atmosphere: $\tau = \tau(x, y, z)$; it is computed from $\tau(x, y, z) = \int_{z(\tau)}^z k(x, y, z') dz'$ where $z_0$ is the $z$ coordinate at the surface.

The absolute line depression in the flux is then

$$U = F_c - F_1 = \int_{\text{stellar disk}} Q(x, y, z) \frac{dxdy}{R^2},$$

where
- $F_c$ and $F_1$ are continuum and line fluxes respectively;
- $Q(x, y, z)$ is computed at the surface;
- $R$ is the stellar radius.

Since no flux is coming from the opposite side of the star, the integration in Eq. (6) is performed over a hemisphere.

Since $Q$ obeys a transfer equation (e.g., Eq. (7) of Albrow & Cottrell 1996), its formal solution at the surface may be written:

$$Q(x, y, z) = \int_0^\infty S_Q(x, y, z) e^{-\tau} d\tau,$$

with $z$ being an implicit function of $\tau$ as defined above, and with

$$S_Q(x, y, z) = \frac{k_l(x, y, z)}{k_c(x, y, z) + k_l(x, y, z)} (I_{c,x}(x, y, z) - S_{c,x}(x, y, z)).$$

3.2. The CFLD for the 3D simulation: stellar disk

For the whole stellar disc, the derivation of the 3D CFLD cannot be performed with Eq. (2), which describes a plane-parallel atmosphere.

Following Albrow & Cottrell (1996) and Amarsi (2015), we define the absolute depression in the line intensity as

$$Q(x, y, z) = I_{c,x}(x, y, z) - I_L(x, y, z),$$

where
- $I_{c,x}$ is the continuum intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $I_L$ is the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $Q$ is the absolute depression in the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface.

The link between $\tau$ and the geometrical depth $z$ is however different for each of the considered parallel rays, described by the variables $x, y$. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 and is caused by the dynamics that affects the opacity and structure of the atmosphere from ray to ray. For convenience, this diversity in the relationship between $\tau$ and $z$ depending on ($x, y$) is illustrated by showing the spread in the run of $\tau$ with radial distance $r = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^{1/2}$ within the star for a few ($x, y$) pairs (represented by the ray number $i, j$).

Equation (10) may be discretized as follows:

$$C_U(\tau) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} S_Q(x_i, y_j, z(\tau)) e^{-\tau} \frac{\Delta x_i \Delta y_j}{R^2},$$

where
- $I_{c,x}$ is the continuum intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $I_L$ is the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $Q$ is the absolute depression in the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface.

The link between $\tau$ and the geometrical depth $z$ is however different for each of the considered parallel rays, described by the variables $x, y$. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 and is caused by the dynamics that affects the opacity and structure of the atmosphere from ray to ray. For convenience, this diversity in the relationship between $\tau$ and $z$ depending on ($x, y$) is illustrated by showing the spread in the run of $\tau$ with radial distance $r = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^{1/2}$ within the star for a few ($x, y$) pairs (represented by the ray number $i, j$).

Equation (10) may be discretized as follows:

$$C_U(\tau) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} S_Q(x_i, y_j, z(\tau)) e^{-\tau} \frac{\Delta x_i \Delta y_j}{R^2},$$

where
- $I_{c,x}$ is the continuum intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $I_L$ is the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $Q$ is the absolute depression in the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface.

The link between $\tau$ and the geometrical depth $z$ is however different for each of the considered parallel rays, described by the variables $x, y$. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 and is caused by the dynamics that affects the opacity and structure of the atmosphere from ray to ray. For convenience, this diversity in the relationship between $\tau$ and $z$ depending on ($x, y$) is illustrated by showing the spread in the run of $\tau$ with radial distance $r = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^{1/2}$ within the star for a few ($x, y$) pairs (represented by the ray number $i, j$).

Equation (10) may be discretized as follows:

$$C_U(\tau) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} S_Q(x_i, y_j, z(\tau)) e^{-\tau} \frac{\Delta x_i \Delta y_j}{R^2},$$

where
- $I_{c,x}$ is the continuum intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $I_L$ is the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface;
- $Q$ is the absolute depression in the line intensity along the $x$ axis at the surface.
and a reference \( \tau_0 \) scale may be defined (Eq. (3)), so that

\[
C_U(\tau_0) = C_U(\tau) \frac{\kappa_i + \kappa_c}{\kappa_0} \tau_0 \ln 10,
\]

and

\[
C_U(\tau_0) = \ln 10 \sum_{i,j=0}^{N} \frac{\tau_0}{\kappa_{0,i,j}} \left[ I_{z,c}(x_i, y_j, \tau(\tau_0)) \right] - S_{z,c}(x_i, y_j, \tau(\tau_0)) e^{-\Delta x_i \Delta y_j / R^2},
\]

where \( N \) is the number of grid points in the numerical box along the \( z \) axis. Since the numerical grid is equidistant, \( \Delta x_i = \Delta y_j \). In the above relation, all quantities depend moreover on \( \lambda \).

We note that \( C_U(\tau_0) \) fulfills the usual requirements for a contribution function, namely: \( C_U(\tau_0) \neq 0 \) only if \( k_i \neq 0 \) and \( S_j \neq I_c \), and \( C_U(\tau_0) > 0 \) if \( S_1 < I_c \) (absorbing region). In principle, the stellar radius needs to be computed to use Eq. (14); however, it acts as a normalization constant. Following the method explained in Chiavassa et al. (2011), the temperature and luminosity were averaged over spherical shells, and the stellar radius was computed using Eq. (5) from Chiavassa et al. (2011). It amounts to \( 582 \pm 5 R_\odot \) for the 3D simulation from Table 1.

The 3D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) was computed for the whole stellar disk using Eq. (14). We note that rays located in regions of the numerical box where the column density is so low that the integrated optical depth falls below the limit of \( \tau = 2/3 \) were not considered. The resulting 3D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) is displayed in Fig. 11 in the same spectral interval as the 3D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) for the central ray of the 3D simulation (ray 1, see Fig. 8) and the 1D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) (see top panel of Fig. 1). The 3D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) profiles are characterized by a single maximum in the log \( \tau_0 - \tau \) plane, similar to the 1D CFLD behavior.

The top panel of Fig. 12 compares the 3D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) at \( \lambda = 4040.07 \) Å with the corresponding 1D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) (computed using Eq. (2)). A single-peaked 3D CFLD\(_{\odot}\) is the result of a monotonic behavior of the average temperature profile of the 3D numerical box (see bottom panel of Fig. 12). Since many rays of the 3D simulation are taken into account, the atmospheric inhomogeneities largely average out, so that the global disk produces a 3D CFLD resembling a 1D one.

### 3.3. Tomographic masks

This section aims at validating the fact that tomographic masks computed from a 1D static model atmosphere do not lose their discriminating properties in a dynamical atmosphere. In other words, we need to check that a set of lines that originate from the same given depth in a static atmosphere (thus defining a mask) continue to form in the same layers in a dynamical atmosphere. In other words, we need to check that a set of lines that originate from the same given depth in a static atmosphere (thus defining a mask) continue to form in the same layers in a dynamical atmosphere. Of course, these layers will not necessarily be at the same depth in the dynamical atmosphere, and multiple layers may contribute to a given line (because the run of the temperature is no longer monotonic). But the key property to be satisfied is that all lines defining a given mask from a 1D static atmosphere behave similarly in a dynamical atmosphere. Moreover,
we need to define the masks from a static atmosphere to be able to subsequently reveal complex matter motions in a dynamical atmosphere (showing up as multiple peaks in the 3D CFLD and corresponding CCFs).

In order to compare the line formation depths between the 1D model atmosphere and the 3D simulation, the set of eight tomographic masks constructed in Sect. 2.2 from a 1D RSG model atmosphere (Table 1) were used. The distribution of the number of lines in masks is shown in the right panel of Fig. 13. The optical depths corresponding to maxima of the 3D CFLD in a log \( \tau_0 - \text{CFLD} \) plane for all lines contributing to a given mask were extracted and displayed as histograms on the left panel of Fig. 13. Red-colored areas indicate regions probed by masks according to the 1D model atmosphere.

The histograms in Fig. 13 move along the optical depth axis from the deepest layers (C1) to the outermost (C8) in the same manner as 1D line formation depths. The important conclusion at this point is that the line formation depths in the 3D model stay within the range expected from the 1D model and do not get scattered all over the \( \tau_0 \) scale for any given mask. Thus, masks constructed from a 1D model keep their power to probe different atmospheric depths in a dynamic atmosphere of the kind we used here. Mask C8 is characterized by a shift of line formation depths towards lower optical depths (outer layers). It is related with the fact that the 3D model atmosphere is more extended than the 1D model atmosphere. This is due to the turbulent pressure naturally included in 3D simulations that lowers the effective gravity and consequently stretches the atmosphere (Gustafsson & Plez 1992; Gustafsson et al. 2008; Chiavassa et al. 2011).

3.4. Can tomography reliably recover the \( V_c \) distribution in a 3D atmosphere?

3.4.1. Single ray

Previous sections showed that the line formation process in a 3D atmosphere is more complex than in a 1D model atmosphere (as seen in Figs. 7 and 9) leading to a small but real spread of line-forming regions in the atmosphere. This means that a given line will contribute to the CCF of its corresponding mask with different velocities. The resulting CCF will have multiple peaks which are the signature of the presence of a velocity field in the atmosphere. This section aims at confirming that the peaks in the CCF are representative of the velocities. For this purpose, the 3D simulation is of invaluable help since the velocity value at each grid point of the numerical box is obviously known.

For this analysis, a single ray of the 3D numerical box (ray 1) was chosen, and a synthetic spectrum was computed with a spectral resolution \( R = \lambda/\Delta \lambda = 200,000 \), including and not including the velocity field in the 3D simulation. Then, it was cross-correlated with the tomographic mask C6 obtained in Sect. 2.2. The right panel of Fig. 14 displays the resulting cross-correlation profile with and without the velocity field. The CCF has three components, at \(-6, -9\) and \(-12 \text{ km s}^{-1}\). The CCF produced with all velocities at zero is useful to measure the level of correlation noise (caused by the forest of neighboring lines).

As a next step, the optical depths corresponding to all maxima of the 3D CFLD for all wavelengths contributing to the mask C6 were retrieved. They are displayed as histograms on the middle panel of Fig. 14 weighted (b) and not weighted (a) by the respective CFLD value. Weighting of the histogram by the CFLD shows which peaks on the CFLD significantly contribute to the resulting intensity used for the CCF computation.

Then, the \( V_c \) velocities along a given ray (left panel of Fig. 14) attributed to the optical depth ranges from the middle panel of Fig. 14 were extracted. They are displayed as histograms (green color) in the right panel of Fig. 14 with the binning step equal to 1.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} to match the resolution of the CCF. The histograms have peaks at \(-6, -9\) and \(-12 \text{ km s}^{-1}\) which are present on the CCF. This shows that our method correctly recovers the velocity value of all components on the CCF.

3.4.2. Integrated flux

The same analysis was performed for the whole 3D simulation. Figure 15 shows the CCFs and the velocity histograms computed in the same way as those for a single ray described above. Here, the CCFs in the innermost masks C1–C2 have a main peak at 2 \text{ km s}^{-1}. In mask C3, a blue-shifted component is clearly visible at \(-8 \text{ km s}^{-1}\). Moving to outermost mask C8, the strength of the blue-shifted peak increases, while that of the red-shifted peak decreases and shifts to 5 \text{ km s}^{-1}. The evolution of peaks on the CCFs from red-shifted to blue-shifted while probing more and more external layers does not follow the Schwarzschild scenario, which describes the global envelope pulsation in Mira variables. In supergiant stars instead, the tomographic method probes local motions involving specific rays.

In order to quantify the agreement between the velocity distributions and the CCFs, we first measured the velocity range they cover in each mask. In order to determine that velocity range for CCFs, we assume that the level of the correlation noise does

Fig. 15. Sequence of CCF profiles (black solid line) obtained by cross-correlation of a synthetic spectrum (with included velocity field) for the whole stellar disk with tomographic masks C1–C8. Green bars show the distribution of velocities corresponding to all formation depths of lines contributing to masks C1–C8.

not exceed 10% of the total contrast of a given CCF. The velocity spread is displayed in the top panel of Fig. 16 and is roughly similar for the CCFs and the histograms. Therefore, the CCFs correctly reproduce the range of velocities of the atmosphere.

As a next step, the FWHM of velocity distributions and CCF profiles were computed. They are shown on the bottom panel of Fig. 16. Top panel: velocity range covered by CCFs (red color) and velocity histograms (blue color) from Fig. 15 in each spectral mask. Bottom panel: FWHM of CCF profiles (red color) and velocity distributions (blue color) for all masks. In masks C6 and C7 the FWHM were measured separately for each of the two peaks. The dashed black line connects the FWHM values of corresponding peaks.

Fig. 16. Despite a slight difference in the FWHM of the CCFs and the histograms (especially for masks C3, C4, C6, and C7), we may nevertheless consider that the tomographic method is able to correctly recover the $V_z$ distribution.

The top panel of Fig. 17 displays the CCFs for each spectral mask as a function of the log $\tau_0$ range and the velocity. The comparison with the distribution of velocities of the 3D simulation (the bottom panel of Fig. 17) shows that CCFs recover well the distribution of velocities.

4. Conclusions

The present paper applies tomography to red supergiant atmospheres, aiming at recovering the projected velocity field at different optical depths in the stellar atmosphere. Our implementation of tomography includes the computation of the contribution function to the line depression to correctly assess the formation depth of spectral lines. The method was compared to a simpler procedure proposed by Alvarez et al. (2001a). We reproduce these earlier results for the Mira variable V Tau, thus validating all the conclusions from this earlier study.

The tomography was applied to 3D RHD simulations in order to check whether the $V_z$ velocity fields in their atmospheres could be recovered by the method. For this purpose, the CFLD was calculated for individual rays of the 3D simulation and for
By comparing the CCF computed from the synthetic spectra originating from 3D simulations with the velocity distribution (available from the very same simulations), it was shown that the CCFs indeed nicely trace the projected velocity fields in the atmosphere.

The application of the tomographic method to observed spectra of actual red supergiant stars is deferred to a forthcoming paper.
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